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A graphic on the cover of this german paperback juxtaposes the face

of the statue of liberty with an image of thorvaldsen s sculpture christus
the title translates as christ in america mormonism as a christian reli-
gion in comparative ecclesiastical history on closer reading we realize
that the question forming the first part of the title christ in america is

not asked with the incredulity and indignation we might expect in a euro-
pean expose of yet another sect it is posed with the positively charged
curiosity of an author writing for a society that often understands theologi-
cal differences in geographical terms in that sense and with alternate
sociohistoricalsociohistorical philosophical and figurative approaches to the central
question the author is able to give a positive answer going beyond the
obvious and welcome reference in the subtitle to the LDS church as a
christian religion in his final summation he calls the church a powerful
pacesetterpacesetter of christianity on its path to illumination 141

the author who came to this unusual conclusion certainly unusual
for a non mormon german critic has a remarkable interdisciplinary
background that includes training in civil and ecclesiastical law at gottingeng5ttingenrottingenGottingen
and a phd in german from yale he has taught at various institutions in
germany switzerland poland canada and the united states in disci-
plines as far ranging as latin medieval german literature comparative
urban history peace research and migration studies he is well known for
his biography of hugo grotius in fact he states in the foreword that only
by studying the literary elements of grotiuss elegant jurisprudence and
theology was he able to make ecclesiastical parallels to the standard works
of mormonismofmormonism

after living well over two decades in the united states and spending
the fall 1998 semester at brigham young university as a visiting professor
professor emeritus gellinek demonstrates a fair minded openness to the
concept of contemporary revelatory religion he has gained a perspective
on the mormon church that is distinctly different from the general under-
standing and misunderstanding in his native germany the stated pur-
pose of his book is to help clear away misconceptions and cliches about
mormonism for well educated people in the german speaking world
to this end there is a balanced bibliography 142 46 listing literature in
german dutch and english that ranges from the standard works and
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dean jesseeslesseesjessesJeslessees the papers of josephofloseph smith to a recent swiss german title that
compares the church to a cancerous tumor

although they are not the target audience for christus in amerika
LDS members who know both german and their own religion well will
find certain accent shifts that may offer new and refreshing insights one
is the aforementioned affinity to hugo grotius the father of international
law in an anthropological treatise of 1642 de origine gentium america
narum dissertatiodissertationDissertatio grotius allegedly postulated that emigrants from the
house of israel had populated the americas one group among them
the nephtalitaeNephtalitae practiced circumcision and polygamy as grotius
claimed to the derision of his contemporaries 72 73 another fore-
runner of the restoration william penn published a little known pam-
phlet in 1674 entitled urimarim and thummim 65 67 also of interest is a
short section on posthumously published sociological commentaries of
max weber with regard to the mormonscormons 136 37 one example is weber s

refutation of sociology s capacity as a science to comment on the authen-
ticity of the book of mormon

the structural progression of the monograph leads through five

stages i1 church history in the broader ecclesiastical context 2 mor-
mon migration and settlement history 3 processes of change in the LDS
church 4 biographical vignettes of the church founders and 5 com-
parisonsparisons and summary it is an ambitious project for a book of under 150
pages and some major peaks the author s own metaphorical formula-
tion see p 127 are understandably brought into view more distinctly than
are secondary summits the third chapter turning points and conti-
nuity in LDS church history and the fourth the founding personali-
ties and their comparative accomplishments for mormon society are
the most detailed together taking up half oftheodtheof the book this reviewer would
have appreciated more depth in the areas of comparison and summation

yet gellineksGellineks analytical distillations can suggest a great deal with
very few words one example is his categorization of the first five presi-
dents of the church president smith bearing of spirit president young
pragmatism president taylor rigor president woodruff art of tran-

sitionsi and president snow openness to the world on a stewardship
spectrum from spirit to matter he theorizes that presidents smith and
taylor were of one human type presidents young and woodruff of
another with president snow in between 127 while some might argue
that these varying prophetic types only manifested themselves in the
face of changing historical needs and circumstances this theory does
provide some mental nougat

quite foreign to LDS sensibilities but not without a certain attrac-
tion is a discussion oftheodtheof the book of mormonofmormon and other standard works in
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traditional christian terms of apocrypha and canon the mormon canon
is not a hermetically sealed one gellinek finally concludes but a living
lebendig mediated message 20 his occasional references to LDS teach-

ings as dogma are likewise not meant in a pejorative sense a major part
ofhisochisofhis ecclesiastical comparison contrasts permanent calvinistic dogmatic
burdens to the doctrinal alleviations offered bybymormonismmormonism 134 35

it is rejuvenating to be reminded by an outside observer as we are
here in the careful and objectively erudite scholarship of christus in
amerika that the seeming simplicity of spiritual truths may on closer
examination possess an unappreciated profundity

copies ofthisorthisof this book maybe obtained iinexpensivelytensivelytensilely from BYU studies ed
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